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INVITATION to visit  

“ACADEMIA WORLD EDU & BOOK FAIR 2023” 

 

Dear Parent 

Greetings from the Principal's Desk 

 

As the Pink City is all set to turn its gaze on“ACADEMIA WORLD EDU & BOOK FAIR 

2023”a ginormous platformof emerging fields and career optionsThe Education Committeeof 

the MaheshwariSamaj (Society), Jaipur embarks on a historic journey through its Version 5.0 

of this CareerFair on 23rd& 24th December, 2023 (Saturday & Sunday) at Rajasthan 

International Centre, JhalanaDoongri, Jaipur, from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
 

EMINENT INSTITUTES & UNIVERSITIES- The spectacular event would unfurl 

resplendent career options for the young force. Thiseducational, eventful convention 

would enlighten the students about future options and pathways to tread on with respect to their 

career goals and give chance to young aspirants to know more about various 

courses/colleges/institutes and make the right choice for their future career through the eminent 

institutes & universitiesthat will be participating in this mega event. 

INTERACTIVE SESSIONS-The two day mega carnival would be the epicentre of dynamic 

exchange of ground breaking ideas, farsighted approach and profound transformation giving the 

students a glimpse of ever changing landscape of career options and would propel Gen Z towards 

a resounding sojourn.There will be interactive sessionswith the experts from different fields on 

varied topics covering diverse domains. This dynamic platform would witness academicians 

from different Universities, Business leaders, delegates, visionaries across the nation where they 

would share insights and spill the beans about multiple career options, scholarships, academic 

processes, aptitude and skills that are pre- requisite for a specific career. 
 

INTERESTING EVENTS, CREATIVE ACTIVITIES& CULTURAL EVENING -live 

painting sessions, openmic, jamming sessions and many creative activities would be the 

highlights that would stimulate the innovative perspective of the youngsters& keep the ambience 

buzzing with synergy, a cultural evening will be organized to make the event more vibrant & 

exciting. 
 

BOOK FAIR–by leading publishing houses would be an added bonanza that would 

emblazon fresh arrivals from the academic world, all this and much more delineated with  
 

FOOD COURT-would not only tickle your taste buds but also gratify your expectations 

swaying you all tomirth, joy and melody. 
 

PERSONAL COUNSELLING SESSIONS-will also be available for guiding the students and 

clarifying & resolving their queries regarding career choices. 
 

You are cordially invited with your ward, friends & relatives to visit the “ACADEMIA 

WORLD EDU & BOOK FAIR 2023”and get benefitted which in turn will make the event a 

grand success.  

 

For any further queries please contact at the school reception. 

 

With warm regards 

 

Yours truly 

 

 

 

(Ashok Vaid) 

 Principal 


